Writing on the idea of the 'total' installation, conceptual artist Ilya Kabakov draws out the relations of authority between the artwork and the viewer, emphasising that the audience is both agent and subject when engaging with an art installation. 1 Kabakov considers that installation also operates as theatre since the complex structure of the installation is focused entirely on the experience of the viewer just as the elements of theatre conjoin to provide an environment directed exclusively at the audience. Drawing parallels between installation art, literature, and theatre, Kabakov's thoughts on total installation provide a context through which to explore the interconnections between installation art and theatre performance. This article will explore the intersections between drama, live performance and the visual arts with specific reference to the aesthetics of installation art and the importance of site in selected productions and stage adaptations of Samuel Beckett's drama for theatre and radio by contemporary Irish companies, Pan Pan Theatre and Company SJ. These companies have particularly apposite strategies of intermediality and site-specificity through which to stage Beckett's obscured, failed, and transient bodies in distinct and innovative ways. Each devise for Beckett's drama a mode of performance that situates the viewer at the centre of the work in ways that share key elements with installation art. Performances of Beckett's dramatic work provide exemplars of the intersection between art and theatre, particularly as they develop an immersive experience for the audience, and respond 1 Ilya Kabakov, On the 'Total' Installation (Berlin: Cantz Verlag, 1995), p. 3. 2 All of these texts were written, or begun, during the 1950s.
to the site of their installation. Kabakov's emphasis on lines of authority is pertinent to Beckett given the rigorous specificity with which his plays are written and his focused attention on the spatial, visual, and aural environment within which the words and gestures of performance take place. This article examines Pan Pan's production of All That Fall and Embers in counterpoint with Company SJ's production of Act Without Words II and Rough for Theatre I 2 to examine the vital intersection between theatre and installation art.
In her study Installation Art: A Critical History, Clare Bishop defines installation art as art that provides a site that encompasses the viewer, generating an immersive space in and from which the viewer experiences the work of art. 3 Bishop considers the reorientation of the position of the viewer to be critical to the development of installation art since it 'addresses the viewer directly as a literal presence in the space', asserting that the 'insistence on the literal presence of the viewer is arguably the key characteristic of installation art'. 4 Bishop's analysis of installation art draws tacitly on an embedded and embodied experience of spectatorship that is integral to the experience of theatre. In his analysis of Installation Art and the Practices of Archivalism David Houston Jones draws on Bishop's definition to consider installation art as one that presupposes an 'embodied viewer', one whose engagement with the work is predicated on being immersed in the environment of the work. 5 Installation art is also, as Erika Suderburg notes, an art form that engages directly with institutional and public spaces in order to transform them in ways that both inform the objects within the installation, and their relation with the viewer. 6 This can be done in two ways: either by creating an environment that is integral to the the artwork within which the viewer is situated, one which is recreated each time the work is installed; or by responding to the environment or site of the work, thereby reconfiguring the work each time it takes place. 2 All of these texts were written, or begun, during the 1950s. 3 Bishop notes that installation art is 'often described as "theatrical", "immersive" or "experiential"'. Claire Bishop, Installation Art: A Critical History (London: Tate, 2005), p. 6. 4 Bishop, Installation Art, p. 10. 5 Pan Pan Theatre and Company SJ create work that engages with each approach. Pan Pan Theatre creates multi-sensory immersive environments that are integral to the performance and can be recreated in different locations. 7 In contrast, Company SJ responds directly to the urban space in which the work is performed, each iteration of a production establishing what Douglas Crimp calls new 'coordinates of perception' between 'spectator, artwork, and the place inhabited by both'. 8 Beckett's late theatre as conceived by Pan Pan and Company SJ reconfigures the identity of the spectator, and the notion of site, shifting both closer to the 'disputed ground of embodiment' that, for Jones, 'gives rise to the very dilemmas which have led to the recent "reembodiment" of Beckett's work as installation'. 9
Pan Pan Theatre: All That Fall and Embers
Reviewing Pan Pan Theatre's productions of All That Fall and Embers, Judith Wilkinson highlights how theatre reviewers Lyn Gardner of the Guardian and Neil Cooper of the Herald Scotland identified All That Fall as a kind of installation. 10 She situates that production at the interstices between theatre and installation art, underlining Julie H. Reiss's view that there 'is always a reciprocal relationship of some kind between the viewer and the work, the work and the space, the space and the viewer', that the spectator is 'integral to the completion of the work'. 11 This is particularly evident in Pan Pan's staging of Beckett's radio play All That Fall (1956) . 12 Set in a closed, interior space, the production brings the audience centre stage by seating it on spare wooden rocking chairs, arranged at angles to each other within the auditorium. Each chair has a cushion, marked by the motif of a skull ( 'the skull, the skull in Connemara' from Waiting for Godot). 13 On the floor is a whimsical children's play mat, with motifs of transport, that reinforce the trope of arrival and departure. Each member of the audience is now part of a community of listeners, illuminated at times by an incandescence of hovering, trembling lights overhead, and the brute implacability of an adjacent bank of wall-to-ceiling spotlights. Cocooned by the occasionally black dark of the theatre space the audience is drawn in to the experience of listening as an interior event, one in which the intimacy of the voices and the visceral quality of the light generates a profound affect that resonates with the deeply unsettling core of Beckett's radio play. 14 Sound and light in vital combination make Pan Pan's All That Fall sublime in the sense that Edmund Burke explores in his A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and the Beautiful (1757). 15 Ideas of pain, danger and terror underpin a narrative that busies itself with the mundane and the everyday: the weight of each step taken, the cast of a colloquial conversation, the trials of ascent and descent: the rhythms of the play reaffirmed by the rocking of the spectator in the rocking chair, a mute echo of Rockaby with its evocation of death.
Gavin Quinn who, with co-director Aedín Cosgrove, founded Pan Pan Theatre in 1991 with the specific remit to develop innovative theatre, 16 conceived of Pan Pan's production of All That Fall as a 'social sculpture' based on an idea of listening as a communal event experienced in the early years of radio, 'one family around a radio'. 17 Yet the interior experience was also vital.
Quinn's first impulse was to create an environment in which the act of listening was central: 'to concentrate the audience member, to make a space--an installation--a kind of listening chamber 13 Samuel Beckett, Samuel Beckett: The Complete Dramatic Works (London: Faber & Faber, 1986), p. 43. The contemporary audience will also associate the skull with Damiel Hirst's 2007 sculpture For the love of God (a platinum cast of an eighteenth-century skull encrusted with diamonds) and Alexander McQueen's signature motif. 14 Though situated in a community of listeners, my experience of All That Fall was a singular one: the affective intensity of the voices in concert with the modulating light generating an intimate experience. 15 'Whatever is fitted in any sort to excite the ideas of pain, and danger, that is to say, whatever is in any sort terrible, or is conversant about terrible objects, or operates in a manner analogous to terror, is a source of the sublime; that is, it is productive of the strongest emotion which the mind is capable of feeling.' Edmund Burke, Maddy Rooney's meditation on the yellow laburnum--'There is that lovely laburnum again. Poor thing, it is losing [sic] all its tassels'--prompted Cosgrove to design the canopy of hanging lights'. 21 Quinn describes Cosgrove's lighting for All that Fall as a form of painting, as 'form, line and colour'. 22 In counterpoint to the delicate structure of the overhead lights, the implacable structure of the bank of spotlights, and the intensity of the light when at maximum, enables the dramatic climax as the 'up mail' approaches. Lying underfoot, often overlooked, is the child's carpet, patterned for play (a street scene for toy cars), an unsettling reminder, as Cosgrove notes, 18 Ibid. 19 Ibid. 20 Have been asked to write a Radio Play for the 3 rd and am tempted, feet dragging and breath short and cart wheels and imprecations from the Brighton Road to Foxrock Station and back, insentient old mares in foal being welted by the cottagers and the devil tattered in the ditch-boyhood memories. Probably won't come to anything. 27 Yet it did: All That Fall was first broadcast by the BBC in 1957. In 1958 Beckett returned to radio, picking up the strands of an aborted piece he initially called Ebb. Writing to Barney Rosset on 23 November 1958 Beckett describes the haphazard composition of the radio play: 'It was written a couple of years ago, then thrown away, then recovered, but with a page missing of 23 Cosgrove, Ibid. 24 which I could remember nothing and which personally I don't miss'. 28 By February 1959 Embers was on its way to the BBC, and was broadcast on 24 June of that year. 29 Quinn describes Embers as a 'far more abstract play' than All That Fall. Writing to Rosset, Beckett indicates how his approach to writing for radio changed from exploiting the technical possibilities of the medium [in All That Fall] to opening out the relationship between voice and sound in Embers: 'I gave an aborted radio script to McWhinnie, unbroadcastable as it stands, a kind of attempt to write for radio and not merely exploit its technical possibilities, of which I'll
[send] you a copy if I can find one'. 30 Embers is a radio play dominated by the sound of the sea, sometimes loud, sometimes faint, which the central character Henry attempts to drown out by articulating his thoughts: memories of his drowned father, and his wife (Ada) and daughter (Addie), and a recurrent story of a desperate old man, Bolton, who has called his doctor Holloway, to relieve him of his suffering (perhaps permanently). Intrigued by Beckett's comment that 'perhaps Embers lacked a centre' --echoed by John Pilling who describes the radio play as 'the first of Beckett's dramatic works that seems to lack a real centre' 31 --Quinn and Cosgrove commissioned a sculpture from artist Andrew Clancy that would take centre stage in their theatre production of the radio play. Clancy had worked previously with Pan Pan Theatre as set designer In conversation with Clancy, Quinn contrasts the feeling of lightness conveyed by large opera or theatre sets that are designed to be disposable, with the palpable weight of Clancy's sculpture.
Clancy's response clarifies his distinction between a sculpture and a stage set in terms of aesthetic coherence, integrity and independence, emphasising that his sculpture for Embers 'is a very different thing to a prop or to a set because [while] it is an integral part of the piece, […] it is independent as well, whereas a prop or a scenography is always just an application to a play, it can't stand independently'. 33 Beckett's plays for radio animate the uncertain space between sight and sound. While Bennett and Ní Mhuirí are housed within the central sculpture, their precise and resonant articulation of Beckett's text emanates from over multiple connected speakers hanging throughout the space, ensuring an immersive and visceral audio experience of the play so that 'the audience could hear it clearly and equally throughout'. 41 Wilkinson explains that 'surrounding the skull are five hundred and sixty-two miniature disc-shaped speakers [that] have been attached to a series of transparent polycarbonate strips and are extended floor to ceiling'. 42 The hanging speakers are also an important visual element of the staging, anchoring the skull to the surrounding shingle on stage, further complicating the liminal location of Embers between land and sea so that, as reviewer Helen Shaw suggests; 'The air around the head is full of strands, long chains of disc-37 'Bring a bale of hay and a bucket of water onto the stage for the piano to eat and drink. The performer may then feed the piano or leave it to eat by itself. If the former, the piece is over after the piano has been fed. If the latter, it is over after the piano eats or decides not to.' <http://soundart.zkm.de/en/piano-piece-for-david-tudor- Beginning on the shore, the alliterative stage directions draw the listener to the sea: 'Slither of shingle as he sits. Sea, still faint'. 45 The fronds of Eadie's speakers and the lucid undulations of Cosgrove's lights bring us down to a marine underworld from which Beckett's words chart a hydrography of intensity, obsession and distress. The volume of Eadie's sound, at times 'far above any normal acceptable theatrical levels', has a 'physical intensity' that marks key moments of the text. 46 The protagonist Henry's invocation of the drip -at first considered, then vehement: 61 Scaife's decision to take Beckett's mimes from the intimate space of the stage to public outdoor spaces foregrounds the ethical resonance of his work because, as the director explains, these are the places 'where the homeless spend their time'. 62 Brian Singleton emphasises the inherently political condition of site-specific theatre: 'Moving theatre out of buildings-and thus from their marginal socio-cultural arena of impact-and into the streets, is a hugely political act'. 63 Scaife is acutely aware of this impact, and of the responsibilities that lie with the director when translating a play from the anticipated place of the stage, to new and contingent sites. Scaife cuts to the core of the issue, and underlines the aesthetic imperative inherent in the task of the director when she asks: 'What is the stage? That's a choice you make. You can't not make the choice. Is it a black box, is it a Victorian space, is it outside? These are all choices and you can't not make the choice even if you go with the bowler hat, even if you go with the specifics of a particular time period, you're always making a choice'. 64 When those disjunctions are distinct. She began to ask 'who is the other in Irish society?' 65 In an anecdote that underlines the intersection between body and place in the affective economy of the city, Scaife describes the distinct movement of a Dublin drug addict:
He was bending down to pick up a cigarette and he was moving so slowly. His balance was so precarious but at the same time so physically fluid, it was like he was a Butoh dancer in the middle of the city. Everybody around was flying by, and nobody was taking any notice of him. They were all going fast and he was going in this slow motion way to pick up the cigarette. I started thinking of the void; Beckett's void being a different kind of thing than just the dark. 66 Scaife's observation here is underpinned by a realisation that even within the space of the city one can be isolated and excluded, 'it's quite possible to be in the community of the city, in the architecture of the city, and actually be removed from it'. 67 The choice that Scaife made was to identify the liminal and contested spaces at the heart of the cities where Act Without Words II and Rough for Theatre I could be played, spaces that made visible those who are isolated and excluded.
'What are the non-spaces?' she asked: 'so I started looking for the non-spaces'. 68 Beckett's A and B become two homeless men, living rough, their lives circumscribed by the monotony of daily routine, goaded into action by the point of a stick wielded by some unknown force or authority, like the bell that wakes Winnie in Happy Days. Played by two powerful physical theatre experts, Raymond Keane and Bryan Burroughs, Scaife's direction is tightly choreographed to emphasise the disparity between A and B, as Beckett describes: 'A is slow, awkward (gags dressing and undressing), absent. B is brisk, rapid, precise'. 69 Beckett's sacks become sleeping bags in Company SJ's production and the figures of A and B become grounded in the harsh reality of life on the street. In turn, each figure emerges from their sack to begin their rituals of the day. A's day comprises a prayer, a pill, getting dressed, eating, then getting undressed, performed in an agonisingly akward and inept manner. He retires to his sack, letting his clothes 'fall in an untidy heap' before he 'broods, takes another pill, broods, kneels, prays, crawls into sack and lies still'. 70 In contrast, B begins his day in a brisk and efficient manner, The disparity that Beckett stipulates between A's and B's approach to daily existence can now, through innovative staging, be understood in terms of the complex interplay between social and personal factors that can lead to homelessness. Company SJ's production gives lie to the common assumption that homelessness is a result of personal failings. 71 The disparity between both protagonists, as performed by Keane and Burroghs, underlines a fundamental pathos in our understanding of how the very act of living is a challenge and a difficulty for some, and raises provocative questions about our attitudes, and responses, to the homeless and to those on the margins of society. To O'Toole's contexts for Beckett's work we must now add the social effects of austerity policies, and precarious working practices.
Company SJ's Act Without Words II was first produced in 2009 as part of Dublin's 'Absolut 68 Ibid. 69 February 2016]. 73 Ibid. 74 Beckett, The Complete Dramatic Works, p. 210. a kind of 'non-design' because of the nature of the subject, and of the space of performance: 'It was naturalistic. We didn't have to do any research, you see it every minute of the day, people walking around with those exact kind of sleeping bags'. Vital also was the idea of a mechanical fade -of light disappearing because of a door closing, rather than being switched off. This was performed to best effect when the play was staged in Greenwich, or in Watford Palace Theatre.
The 2015 production at the Barbican posed the joint challenge of there being no door to close, and of the ambient light levels during the first performance being too high to fully enable which means a covered way or tunnel that may have run from the city gate of Cripplegate to the Barbican, then a fortified watchtower on the City wall. The meanings contained within the name's etymology and its sound combine to strengthen the contextual power of this site-specific production in which an economy of empathy is undone by the agonistic relation between the protagonists: 'Wait, you're not going to do me a service for nothing? [Pause.] I mean unconditionally? [Pause.] Good God!). 80 Company SJ's productions of Act Without Words II and examination of Pan Pan's theatre as a mode of installation. Scaife explains how 'the words were one part, the action was another part, the actual black darkness was another: all of these installation pieces of sensory perception all have to knit together'. She underlines how she negotiates the complex tensions between the stipulations of the text and the director's vision, aligning her methodology with the curatorial:
If you were a curator and you brought over a piece of installation art, and there was a bit of video in it, a bit of live art, a bit of sound, and all of these things were integral to your conception of your piece of art, and it was brought over to another country and you forgot the audio or you forgot the visual, the artist would say 'that's not what I meant at all'. When you're bringing his work outside you still have to absolutely respect the integrity of all the parts of the jigsaw that go to make up the image. 84 The issue here is not any notion of an intentional fallacy, but rather the consideration of the work as an integral whole and the role of the director as the curator of a complex and dynamic set of elements. Kalb argues that Beckett's playwriting 'distinguishes itself from most other dramatic literature to a large extent because of its effects in production, its demands on those acting, directing and watching it'. 85 observing the writer ('his manoeuvres, goals'). 87 Kabakov makes a distinction between the range of perspectives afforded by installation art and the range of perspectives afforded by theatre, suggesting that it is only the installation artist who has to consider all possible perspectives from which the work will be viewed since the viewer moves freely in and around the work, viewing the details and the whole in a contingent way. 88 Yet theatre directors also consider the specificity of the viewer's mode of engagement with performance, envisaging in detail the perspective of each audience member within the auditorium, or devising theatre that involves the movement of the audience through the space of performance. Indeed, in her analysis of the aesthetics of installation (responding to Kabakov, and drawing on Michael Fried's distinction between theatrical and non-theatrical art) Juliane Rebentisch disavows the distinction between art and theatre, positing that 'there is no art that is not theatrical'. 89 She argues for a greater intersection in the discourses of installation and theatre given how close many installations are to the modalities of theatre, and therefore 'the examination of this proximity may make a "re-entry" of the theatrical vocabulary into the discourses of art history and theory necessary'. 90 of theatre, and of art. By considering Beckett through the lens of installation we can better understand what is radical in his theatre, and consider the extent to which the strategies of installation art inform what is most complex and radical in contemporary theatre.
Recent productions of Beckett

